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From: Rosalie del Rosario - NOAA Federal <rosalie.delrosario@noaa.gov>


Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2019 9:35 AM


To: Brian Ellrott - NOAA Federal


Cc: Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal; Naseem.Alston; Garwin Yip


Subject: Re: ROC LTO Analytical Approach


Thanks Brian. As an fyi for you all -- I appreciate receiving links to the google docs/sheets because I do not get


notices when they are shared with me. Curiously, the google links I have received from Evan and Brian allow


me to view the document but not edit the document. It think the docs/sheets need to be "shared" with me in


addition to sending me the link. Thanks for keeping this in mind when sending me items for review.


Thanks,


Rosalie


On Wed, Feb 27, 2019 at 9:20 AM Brian Ellrott - NOAA Federal <brian.ellrott@noaa.gov> wrote:


Thanks for the heads up. Here's the draft doc for the Environmental Baseline memo to

the file in case you want to pull in the conceptual model. Naseem and I revised the

model a bit from the one you initially created. The memo hasn't been reviewed yet, but

Howard and Garwin saw it yesterday and seemed to be initially good with the

conceptual model. Howard also asked that we share it with Rosalie for her review. So

here you go:


https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J8rG0Lc2znffCMI7bJbME55nWlcJLzJ_SO0QBa16

MKA/edit?usp=sharing


On Wed, Feb 27, 2019 at 10:53 AM Cathy Marcinkevage - NOAA Federal <cathy.marcinkevage@noaa.gov>


wrote:


Hi all --

Just a heads up that we on the ROC team are trying to get a revised analytical approach to you all (perhaps not


at the same time) in the next few days for a quick review and turnaround. I wouldn't consider this the only


shot for review, as there are placeholders/"updates pending" for several sections. But we thought that you


could focus on the other sections during this review.


This is based on the approach for CWF, with some modifications to hopefully add clarity and update for any


changes since June 2017. We can provide track changes so that you see the revisions (because we were all


totally cool with the CWF approach!)


So, stay tuned...


Cathy


--
Brian Ellrott


Central Valley Salmonid Recovery Coordinator

NOAA Fisheries West Coast Region


https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J8rG0Lc2znffCMI7bJbME55nWlcJLzJ_SO0QBa16
MKA/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1J8rG0Lc2znffCMI7bJbME55nWlcJLzJ_SO0QBa16
MKA/edit?usp=sharing
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--
Rosalie B. del Rosario, Ph.D.
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